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INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a local ring which is a localization of an afline domain over a 
field k of characteristic 0. Let Der(R/k) denote the algebra of high-order 
derivations of R/k and let der(R/k) denote the subalgebra of Der(R/k) 
which is generated by the first-order derivations of R/k. It is known that if 
R is regular then we have Der(R/k)=der(R/k) [4, (16.11.2)]. Y. Nakai 
asked the converse, that is, does the condition Der(R/k) = der(R/k) imply 
the regularity of R? To our knowledge the only affirmative answer is given 
for a local ring which is a localization of a one-dimensional afline domain 
[ 111. The present paper will deal with this problem. 
In Section 1 we investigate a condition on R under which every high- 
order derivation of R/k can be extended to the integral closure of R, and 
we apply this result to prove that if Der(R/k) = der(R/k) then R, is regular 
for every prime ideal p of height 1. In [l] I. N. Bernstein et al. proved 
several facts which play an important role in the study of high-order 
derivations of graded rings. In Section 2 we establish them in a more 
general context. In Section 3 we study the Nakai conjecture in the graded 
case. The graded case arises when 2l is a homogeneous prime ideal in T = 
kCx, >..., x,~] and R is the local ring of T/% at (O,..., 0). In this case 
localization does not affect the assertion of the conjecture and so we may 
simply let R = 0 ,sXO Ri denote a finitely generated graded domain over a 
field k such that R, = k. Then the Nakai conjecture is as follows: if 
Der(R/k) = der(R/k), R is a polynomial ring over k. We show that the con- 
jecture is true for a two-dimensional weighted complete intersection over 
an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. 
Notation and terminology: Any ring considered is assumed to be com- 
mutative and Noetherian. Let R be a k-algebra. An nth-order derivation of 
R/k is the same notion as a differential operator of R/k of order <n which 
vanishes on 1 (cf. [4, 121). In this paper we exclusively follow the ter- 
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minology in [12]. The set of nth-order derivations of R/k is denoted by 
Der”(R/k) and the R-algebra of high-order derivations of R/k is denoted by 
Der(R/k), and thus we have Der(R/k)= R@ IJ,“= r Der”(R/k). We also 
denote by der(R/k) the subalgebra of Der(R/k) which is generated by the 
first-order derivations of R/k. Let 3 c R& R be the diagonal ideal, that is, 
the ideal generated by a@ 1 - 1 Q a, a E R. The module of nth-order dif- 
ferentials of RJk is by definition SZ”(R/k) = 3/Y’+’ and we have 
Der”( R/k) g Hom,(Q”( R/k), R). 
1. EXTENSION OF HIGH-ORDER DERIVATIONS 
We shall begin with several lemmas. Their proofs are done by the stan- 
dard arguments and we shall omit them (cf. [7, 12, 161). 
LEMMA 1. Let R be a k-algebra and let S be a multiplicatively closed 
subset of R. If Q”( R/k) is a finite R-module, then we have 
Der”( R,/k) z Der”( R/k) OR R, 
LEMMA 2. Let R be a semi-local k-algebra. Let m be the Jacobson 
radical of R and let R be the m-adic completion of R. If 
Q’(Rlk)/(I,“= , m”Q”(RJk) is a finite R-module, then we have 
Der”(R/k) g Der”( R/k) OR R. 
LEMMA 3. Let k be afield and let R be a semi-local k-algebra. Let m be 
the Jacobson radical of R and let R be the m-adic completion of R. If 
Q”(R/k) is a finite R-module and K is a finite extension field of k, then we 
have 
Der”(R Ok KJK) %’ Der”(R/k) @ k K. 
For a reduced ring R we denote by R’ the integral closure of R in its 
total quotient ring. 
THEOREM 1. Let k be a field of arbitrary characteristic and let (R, m) be 
a reduced one-dimensional local k-algebra with the residue field k. Assume 
that R’ is a finite R-module and R’ = R, @ . ‘. OR,, where each Ri is a dis- 
crete valuation ring with the residue field k. Zf every high-order derivation of 
R/k can be extended to a high-order derivation of RI/k, then for the maximal 
ideal!NiofRi wehave9Xi=mRifor l<i<r. 
Proof On the contrary assume that mR, = ‘!rJIy for some integer u 2 2. 
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Then we shall prove that there exists a high-order derivation of R/k which 
cannot be extended to R’. Set mrJz; = !UI, OR, @ .‘. 0 R,. Then ‘9.X; is a 
maximal ideal of R’ and R&; z RI. Let i: R + R’ be the inclusion mapping 
and let p: R’ + R, be the projection, and set 4 = pi. Then the following 
diagram is commutative: 
where R’ + R$1; is the canonical homomorphism. If every high-order 
derivation of R/k is extended to R’, then every high-order derivation of R/k 
can be extended to R;R; [12] and hence to R,. Thus it is sufficient to prove 
that there exists a high-order derivation D on the quotient field of R, such 
that D(+(R))cqS(R) and D(R,) GE R,. We denote by v the normalized 
valuation associated with R, and let t be a uniformizing parameter of R, . 
R, is a finite d(R)-module and hence the conductor ideal (5 = b(R) : R, is 
W,-primary. Thus there is an integer w  such that t” E (5. Since 
d(R)/t”‘*&R) is an Artinian local ring and d(R) contains its residue field 
k, d(R)/t”+*d(R) is a finite-dimensional vector space over k. Let f,,..., f, be 
elements of d(m) such that the residue classes f,,..., fs form a k-basis of 
d(m)/t”“ ‘c$( R). We can choose fi ,..., f, so as to satisfy 
(2 < 24 = ) V(fi I< u(f*) < . . . < v(fs), 
because d(R) and R, have the same residue field k and d(R) contains k. Let 
{6,= 1, 6,, S,,...} b e a higher derivation of infinite rank on R, in the sense 
of Hasse-Schmidt such that iSi = (7) t”- ‘. The existence of such a higher 
derivation is shown in [4, (16.11.2)]. If o(f) = n 3 0, we have v(6,(f)) 3 
n - i for i < n and v(6,(f)) = 0. Set v(f;) = ni for 1 < ids. Now we take a 
high-order derivation D on the quotient field of R, of the form 
where each a, belongs to the quotient field of R,. Then we claim that there 
exist a, ,..., a, E R, for which D(fj) = 0 for 1 < i< s. For this purpose we 
consider the following system of linear equations in unknows x, ,..., x,: 
x, t”‘-%,,(fJ+x,t “‘-‘S,,(J.) + . ‘. + x, t”J-‘s,$(fi) 
= -f6,(h) (1 bi<s). (*) 
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Since 2<n,<n,< .*. < n, and u(6,,(fi)) = 0, the value of the determinant 
t”‘-‘s,,(fJ tn*-‘cs,,(fJ ... t”~-‘s,(fJ 
t”‘- %,,(f2) t”‘-‘s,,(fi) . . . t”” - *dn,(f2) 
t”‘-29,,(fs) t”‘-26,2(fs) . .. tn~-*i,(fs) 
by the valuation u is equal to n, + . . . + nF - 2s. On the other hand it is 
shown that the value of the determinant 
i 
t”’ -2s,,(fJ “. - f S,(fi) . . . t”-‘sns(fi) 
P’ -%,,(f2) . . . - fW*) ..’ f+2h,(f2) 
t”1 - %,,(f,) . . ’ - f6l(Ll ... t”s-2hlS(fs) 
by u is not less than n 1 + . . + n, - 2s, because the u-value of each element 
of the ith row is not less than nj - 2. By the Cramer’s formula the system of 
equations (*) has a solution xi = a,,..., x, = a, for which ~(a,) > 0 and hence 
a;~ R, for 1 < i < S. The high-order derivation D with these ai as coef- 
ficients satisfies O(h) = 0 for 1 < i < S. We claim that D is the required one, 
that is, we have D(&R))c#(R) and D(R,) rf R,. In fact, for anyfEd 
there are czO, c(, ,..., a, E k such that f- ~1~ - (Cf= i aifi) E t”t2qS(R) and 
hence D(f) = D(f- cq, - (CT= 1 aifj)) E t”R,. Since t”R, c 4(R), we have 
D(&R)) c 4(R). On the other hand D(t) = l/t++ RI and thus the assertion is 
proved. 
COROLLARY. Let k be afield of arbitrary characteristic and let (R, m) be 
a reduced one-dimensional local k-algebra with the residue field k. Let R be 
the m-adic completion of R. Assume that the formal fibres of R are 
geometrically reduced and R’/11JZr k for each maximal ideal Y.4 of R’. 
Moreover assume that we have Der”(R/k)zDer”(R/k)@, R for every n. 
Then tf every high-order derivation of R/k can be extended to a high-order 
derivation of R’lk, we have YJIR&~rnR&, for each maximal ideal W of R’. 
Proof R’ is a finite R-module by [3, (7.3.19), (7.6.1)] and so R’ is a 
semi-local ring. Let %JI, ,..., 5)31, be the maximal ideals of R’. By [3, (7.6.1)] 
R is reduced and the integral closure R’ of R is a finite R-module. 
Moreover we have 
fi’r@&JJ@ .‘. @IT&& 
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where A denotes the completion with respect to the Jacobson radical. Each 
E,,,, is a discrete valuation ring with the residue field k, and every high- 
order derivation of &k can be extended to R’ under our assumption. 
Hence Theorem 1 implies 9Xm,k&,= nt@& for each i and thus ‘9XjR~, = 
mR$,, for each i. 
Hereafter we always assume that k denotes a field of characteristic 0. 
THEOREM 2. Let k be a field and let R be a k-algebra which is a 
localization of an affine domain over k. Then the following are equivalent. 
(1) Every high-order derivation of R/k can be extended to a high-order 
derivation of the integral closure R’. 
(2) For every prime ideal p of R of height 1 and every maximal ideal 
!J3 of Rb, we have !Q(Rb)V = p(RL),. 
Proof: Assume that there exist a prime ideal p of R of height 1 and a 
maximal ideal ‘$3 of Rb such that Pi = pU(Rb)% for some integer u > 2. 
Then we claim that there is a high-order derivation of R/k which cannot be 
extended to a high-order derivation of R’. Let ‘p, = Cp, VT,..., ‘p, be the 
maxim21 ideals of the semi-$a1 ring RC,.-,By Lemmas 1 and 2,we have 
Der”( R,/k) z Der”( R/k) 0 R R, and Der”( Rk/k) g Der”( R’/k) OR R,. Hence 
it is suffkien~to show that some high-order derivation of R,/& cannot be 
extended to Rb. The residue field K = R&R, is contained i%Rp and hence 
we have only20 prove that some high-order derivation of R,/K cannot be 
extended to R;. Each residue held Rb/‘@* of Rb is a finite separable exten- 
sion of K and consequently there exists a finite extension field L of K such 
that (R;/Q,) OK L is a direct sum of copies of L for 1 < id r. For our pur- 
pose it is sufficient to show that Der”(EP/K) OK L ti Der”(&K) OK L for 
some n and thxs by Lemma 3 Der”(R, OK L/L) & Der”(@ OK L/L) for 
some n. Now R, OK L is a reiuced one-$mensional complete local ring 
$h the residue field L and Rk@. LzR~O, L is the integral closure of 
R, OK L in its total quotient ring [A (4.6.1), (6.14.4), (7.6.1)-J. By our 
choice of L each residue field of RkOK L is isomorphicAo L. Since 
p(Rb), = ‘P”(Rb)a for some2 > 2, for a maximal ideal !BI of Rb OK L with 
!JJInRRb=V we have p(RbOKL)~U1=~u(R?pOKL)*m for some 2132. 
Hence by Corollary to Theorem 1 we see that Der”(&@. L/L) d 
Der”(gP OK L/L) for some n as is required. 
Conversely we assume that the condition (2) is satisfied. We have 
R’= fhp,=, Rb and fir= I (Rk),Z= Rb, where ht(p) denotes the height of 
a prime ideal p and ‘pr ,..., !Bp, are the maximal ideals of Rb. Let p be a 
prime ideal of R of height 1 and let ‘$3 be a maximal ideal of RL. Then it is 
sufficient to prove that every high-order derivation of R,/k can be extended 
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to (Rb),. For if a high-order derivation D of R,/k can be extended to 
(Rb), for every prime ideal p and !I3 as above, then we have 
D(R;) c fj D((R;)q,)c ii (R&J,= RI, 
i= 1 i=l 
and hence 
D(R’)c n D(R;)c (-j R;=R’. 
ht(p)= I ht(p)= 1 
By our assumption we have 
‘@Q(R;)a = W;),. (**I 
Let K= Rp/pRp be of transcendence degree s over k. Then there are 
a, ,..., a, E R, such that F= k(a, ,..., a,) is a subfield of R, and is purely 
transcendental over k. Since k has characteristic 0, K and (R~),/!jJ(R~), 
are regarded as separable algebraic extensions of F. By (w) there exists 
t E p such that t is a uniformizing parameter of the discrete valuation ring 
(Rbh. Then dt, da,,..., da, form a basis of a free (Rb),-module 
Q’((R;),/k), h w  ere d denotes the universal derivation. Hence there exist 
40 6, ,.“> 6, E Der’((Rb),/k) such that 6,t=l, &a,=0=6,t (l<i<s), 
6,u, = ?I,, the Kronecker’s delta. The 6,, 6, ,..., 6, form a basis of a free 
(RL),-module Der’((Rb),/k). Let Q be the quotient field of R. Each Ji 
induces a derivation of Q/k. Let D be an nth-order derivation of R,lk. 
Then D induces an nth-order derivation of Q/k. The t, a, ,..., a, form a 
separating transcendence basis for Q/k and hence there exists a polynomial 
g(x,, x1 ,..., x,) E QlIx,, XI ,..., x,] such that deg g d n ( = the order of D) 
and D = g(&,, 6, ,..., 6,) [ 131. Let g(x,,, xi ,..., x,~) = C ajo ,,.. jZx$x:‘l . . . xb. 
Since t, u, ,..., a,s E R, and D(R,)cR,, we have D(t@‘ufl...a$)= 
~j,!j,!~~~j,,!(~)():)~~~(~~)cc,,,,..,tio~~0uf’-~~~~~u~-~~~~Rpforallnon-negative 
integers i,, i, ,..., i,, where (j.) = 0 for i < j. From this it follows that each 
o(~~~,..~~ belongs to R, and so D((Rb)V) c (Rk),. Now we are done. 
THEOREM 3. Let k be a field of characteristic 0 and let R be a k-algebra 
which is a localization of an affine domain over k. If we have Der(R/k) = 
der(R/k), then R, is regular for every prime ideal p of R of height 1. 
Proof. Let p be a prime ideal of R of height 1. If the residue field 
K = R,/pR, has a transcendence degree s over k, then we can choose 
a, ,..., a, E R, such that k(u, ,..., a,) is a purely transcendental extension of k 
and is contained in R,. By the approximation theorem of valuations there 
is t E s(Rk), the Jacobson radical of the semi-local ring R1,, such that t is a 
uniformizing parameter of (Ri), for every maximal ideal ‘p of RI, [ 19, 
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Chap. VI, Theorem 181. Then it is seen that dt, da1 ,..., da, form a basis of a 
free RL-module Ql(R@) and hence there are 6,,, Ji,..., 6, E Der’(Rk/k) for 
which 6,t = 1, &,a, = Jit = 0 (1 6 i 6 s), 6,aj = 6,. Clearly (6,,, 6, ,..., S,} is a 
free RL-module basis of Der’(R#). Let a (#O) E R,: Rb. Then a&~ 
Der”( R,/k). Since Der( R/k) = der( R/k), there exist d, ,..., d, E Der’(R,/k) 
and a polynomial g(x, ,..., x,) E R, [x1 ,..., x,] of degree n such that 
UC?;; = g(d, ,..., d,). By [14] we can regard as dl,..., drE Der’(Rb/k), whence 
we can write d, = c;‘=O czj,Sj with mji~ RL, for 1 d i< r. Assume that R, is not 
regular. Then we claim tloi E J( Rb) for every i. In fact let ‘!B be any maximal 
ideal of RI. The assumption Der(R/k) = der(R/k) implies that every high- 
order derivation of R/k can be extended to R’ by [14]. Thus it follows 
from Theorem 2 that ‘$(Rk), = p(Rb),. Then there exists t,~ p for which 
t, = tb with a unit b in (Rb),. We have 
di(t”)= 1 N/ihi(tb)=a,i(b+ th,b)+ 1 Uiith/b 
/=O j= 1 
and so d,(t,) - a,,b E ‘f@(RL), for every i. Since ht(p) = 1 and R, is not 
regular, we have di(to) E pR, for every i by [ 151. Since b is a unit in (Rb)v, 
it is seen that cloi E !#(Rb), n RC, = ‘$3 and thus czoig 3(R;) for every i. 
Consequently comparing with the coefficients of S;t in a&= 
g(Cf= 0 %jxil df3...’ CT= 0 CI 6 .) ,r .I we get a E J( Rb)“, if R, is not regular. Since n is 
arbitrary, then we must have a=O. It is absurd and thus we are done. 
2. FUNDAMENTAL LEMMAS 
In this section R = @,zo Ri denotes a finitely generated graded domain 
over k, where k is a field of characteristic 0 such that R, = k, and m 
denotes the irrelevant maximal ideal @p”=, Ri. We represent R as T/2& 
where T=k[x,,..., xs] is a polynomial ring in which each xi has weight di, 
and Cu is a homogeneous prime ideal. We assume the following condition 
for a graded domain R. 
( # ) There exists an integer do such that for every d> do, Red) = 
Ok, R, is generated by R, = [R’“‘] , over R, = k. 
We call a high-order derivation D of R/k homogeneous of weight I 
(I E Z) if D( R,) c Rj+ , for all i. In particular, the Euler derivation 
(which is a derivation of R since 2I is homogeneous) is homogeneous of 
weight 0. In fact, we have Z(f) = df for every f E Rd. We denote by 
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Der;(R/k) the space of homogeneous &h-order derivations of R/k of 
weight 1 and set Der,( R/k) = R,@ lJ,“= , Der;(R/k), where R, = 0 for I < 0. It 
is easy to verify that Der,(R/k) Der,(R/k) c Der,+,(R/k). Then we have 
the following 
LEMMA 4 [l, Lemma 11. (1) Der”(R/k)= @E --a3 Der;(R/k), (2) 
Der( R/k) = @,oO= --no Der,( R/k). 
In this section we assume dim R 3 2, and we set X= Spec(R), X0 = 
Spec( R) - {m > and x= Proj( R). By the assumption dim A’> 2. Let 
9e*;“(X,/k) denote the sheaf of germs of &h-order derivations on X,, over k 
and set 9&%(X0/k) = Lo,@ lJ,“= , 9&(X0/k). Then we have the following 
LEMMA 5 [l, Lemma 23. Z’ depth R,, > 2, then we have (1) 
T(X,, Co,)zR, (2) T(X,, 9er(X,/k))zDer(R/k). 
Proof: If depth R,,, > 2, then the restriction mapping: R = r(X, ox) -+ 
T(X,, flXO) is bijective [S, Proposition 1.11, Theorem 3.81 and thus we get 
(1). The assertion (2) is immediate from (1). 
Let 9&$(X,/k) denote the sheaf of germs of nth-order derivations D on 
A’, such that [Z, D] = ID - DZ= 1D. Let n : X,, + 8 be the natural projec- 
tion and set A;= zn,(9dz;(X0/k)). Then we have Z’JT, A;) = T(X,, 
%a;(X,/k)) = Der;(R/k), if depth R, > 2. 
LEMMA 6 (Cf. [ 1 I). We have the following. 
(1) A; is a sheaf of LoTmodules. 
(2) A;2 A1;Q ox(l) for every sufficiently large integer 1, where this 
isomorphism is consistent with the natural embedding: A; + Af (n < p). 
(3) Set (T, = AA and set cn = A;/A;j-’ for n > 2. Set N = oxI. Then JV 
is a subsheaf of C, and a,/N E the tangent sheaf Y to X. Furthermore ifx is 
a regular scheme, then G,, z S”(a, ) where S” denotes the nth symmetric 
power. 
Proof. (1) Clear. 
(2) On the alline open set D+(f) corresponding to a formf, we have 
r(D+(f),A~)=Der;(R~/k) and r(D+(f),A;;OO~(l))=Der;f(R/lk)@c,,,, 
[R( /),I,. There exists a natural homomorphism 
These mappings give the homomorphism A; @ 02(l) + A;. For every suf- 
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liciently large 1 aftine open sets D+(f) (f~ R,) cover x by the assumption 
(# ) on R. For f E R, the above natural homomorphism has an inverse, 
and hence A; z A;; @ OX(I) for every sufficiently large 1. 
(3) There is a natural homomorphism p: Der’(R/k)“-+ Y, induced 
by restriction (cf. [6]) where Der’(R/k)l denotes the coherent sheaf on 8 
associated with the graded R-module Der’(R/k). Choose an integer d such 
that Red’ is generated by [Red)], = R,. Then from the proof of Theorem in 
[6] we get the exact sequence 
01 OX2 Der’(R/k)“--% Y, 
where Z’ = d-‘I. Hence for +.I E x= Proj(R) the sequence 
0 - CRc,,lo 2 Der,@,,,lW A Der’(CR~,,l& 
is exact, where Rcpj denotes the localization of R with respect to the set of 
all homogeneous elements of R not contained in p. Since R satisfies the 
condition (#), we see that RcpJ contains an invertible element of weight 1 
as in the proof of (5.1.10) in [2] and hence Rcpjg [Rc,,]o[U, U-l] where 
U is an indeterminate. Now it is easy to verify that p is surjective. Since 
0, = Der ’ (R/k)“, we have G ,/.I” z Y as asserted. Finally, we assume that x 
is regular. Then we shall prove that a natural homomorphism v,: 
S”(a,) + (T, is an isomorphism. Let p E x= Proj( R). We have only to show 
that a natural homomorphism 
S”(DerA(R,,,/k)) --% DeG(R(,,lkYDer;f- ‘(R,,,lk) 
is an isomorphism, where S”(DerA(R(,,/k)) denotes the nth symmetric 
power of DerA(R,,,/k) as an [R(,,],-module. Rcpjz [Rc,,],[U, Up’] and 
[Rcpj10 is a regular local ring by our assumption. Hence RcpI is regular 
and so Der(R(,,/k) = der(R,,,/k). On the other hand 
This shows that DerA(R,,,/k) (resp. Der’(R(,,/k)) is a free [Rc,,lo (resp. 
R(,,)-module of the same rank equal to dim RcpJ and a free CRC,,],-basis 
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of Derh(R,,,/k) constitutes a free R(,,-basis of Der’(R(,,/k). Now it is 
immediate to verify that v, is an isomorphism. 
Remark. If R, is regular for any homogeneous prime ideal p #m, then 
8= Proj(R) is a regular scheme because R satisfies the condition (# ) (cf. 
[2, the proof of (5.1.10)]). 
From now on let (T,, JV and Y denote the sheaves in Lemma 6(3). 
LEMMA 7 (Cf. [ 1 ] ). Assume that x= Proj(R) is a regular scheme. Then 
for every n B 1 there exists an exact sequence of sheaves on E 
o-an-1 --L a,- Y(T)- 0, 
where 0 denotes the multiplication by I and a0 = @r 
Proof By Lemma 6 we have an-i = S”- ‘(a,) and a,, = Y(ai). Since x 
is regular, it follows from Lemma 6 that 5 and a, are locally free sheaves 
of (?+modules. Let a1 and Y be free on an open subset V of Z. Let 
dim X= r and let Z, t i ,..., t, be a free basis of ai 1 V, where t i ,..., t, corres- 
pond to a basis i , ,..., ?, of a free sheaf Y-( V under the isomorphism: 
a,/Jrg. The natural homomorphism: a1 -+ a,/1 rY induces a 
homomorphism 4 of Sn(al ) onto S’(Y) defined by 
4 = u;,...i,+,t~...t~zi~+’ il+ ... +i,+i=n 
= c ai,. _. i,o q  . . . qr. 
il+ ... +i,=n 
The kernel of 0 is isomorphic to S” ~ ‘(al) under 9. This completes our 
proof. 
LEMMA 8 (Cf. [ 1, Lemma 31). Assume that x= Proj(R) is a regular 
scheme of dimension 1. Then for every n 3 1 there exists an exact sequence of 
sheaves on XI 
Proof: In our more general context we also have an exact sequence 
O+M-+a,-+Y+O 
by our Lemma 6 and hence we can complete our proof by the same 
argument as in Lemma 3 of [ 11. 
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3. THE NAKAI CONJECTURE FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL GRADED DOMAINS 
In this section we fix an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 0. 
Let R = @p”=O Ri be a finitely generated graded domain over k, where 
R, = k, and let m denote the irrelevant maximal ideal of R. Our objective 
here is to investigate the Nakai conjecture for the local ring R,, that is, 
does the condition Der(R,/k) = der(R,/k) imply the regularity of R,? If 
Der(RJk) = der(R,,,/k), then (Der(R/k)/der(R/k)) OR R, = 0 and so 
Der( R/k)/der( R/k) = 0, because Der(R/k)/der( R/k) is a graded R-module 
and R, = k is a field. Thus the condition Der(R,/k) = der(R,/k) is 
equivalent to Der(R/k) = der(R/k) and hence the conjecture is as follows: if 
Der( R/k) = der( R/k) then R is a polynomial ring over k. In this section we 
are going to study the Nakai conjecture in the case of dim R = 2. 
Let T= k[x,,..., xS] be a polynomial ring over k, where each xi has 
weight d, (1 6 i< s), and let 2I be a homogeneous prime ideal of T, 
generated by a regular sequence of homogeneous polynomials f, ,..., f, with 
deg f, = c, (1 < j < r). Then a k-algebra R is called a weighted complete 
intersection over k of type (c ,,..., c,; d, ,..., d,,), if R is k-isomorphic to such 
a graded k-algebra T/‘% and R satisfies the condition (# ) in Section 2. 
Hereafter, let R be a weighted complete intersection over k of type 
(c, ,..., c,; d, ,..., d,) and let m = @ p”= , Ri. We set 8= Proj( R). Then 8 is a 
weighted complete intersection in the sense of [lo]. We denote by I the 
Euler derivation of R. 
We assume that dim R = 2 and x is a non-singular curve. We denote by 
Y the tangent sheaf to x and denote by or the dual sheaf of Y. By [ 101, 
we have ox= Lo,(N) for some integer N. In fact, N is given by 
I;= , ci - C.;= , d,. From Lemma 7 we have the exact sequence 
O-an., &a,-S”(F)(d-@‘“)-0, (*)?I 
where 8 denotes the multiplication by I and go = ~3’~. This exact sequence 
gives the following exact sequence of cohomology groups: 
(**L., 
LEMMA 9 (Cf. [ 171). Assume N > 0. Zf 12 nN + 1, then Gn,/ is surjectiue. 
If 1 d nN + d- 1, then $,,, is a zero mapping and so q4,,, is an isomorphism, 
where d= Min{d,,..., d,}. 
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ProoJ: By the duality theorem, we have 
H’(X, SoiOOF(l))zP(~, OF((i+ l)N-l))‘, 
beta use w~Eo~(N). Thus if i<n and 13nN+ 1, then 
H’(X, YBi@&(f)) =O. Hence by the exact sequence (M)~,/ we get 
H’(X, CJ~-, @OX(l)) = 0 for I> nN+ 1 and so It/n,, is surjective for 
12nN+ 1. For Z<nN 
H”(L!?, F-@Ox(l))z:(~, Lo,(l-nN))=O. 
Consequently en,, is a zero mapping for l< nN. On the other hand, 
H“(X, 9-@n@CIz(nN))9i”(~, ~!?~)rk 
and hence t,k,,,N is surjective or a zero mapping. Now we shall show that 
+ WIN is a zero mapping. We consider the exact sequence 
0 -+ o,?p + 01 + 5 -+ 0. (*A 
This gives the exact sequence 
O~~~(N)~a,O~~(N)j~~-*O (*)I 0 WN) 
and from this we get the exact sequence (**)l,N of cohomology groups. 
Since Qx(N)rwR, we see that dim @(X, Or) = dim H’(z, 0,v(N)) = 1 and 
dim I?(& oX( N)) = dim H’(z, Co,) = g, the genus of the curve X. Assume 
that $l,N: @(I, r~, @ OF(N)) + @(2!?, OX) rk is surjective. Then the 
sequence ( *)1 0 Q(N) is split and so is the sequence (*), . This is a con- 
tradiction (cf. [6, the proof of Theorem]). Hence $,,,,, is a zero mapping 
and it follows from the sequence (**)r,,, that 
dim H’(X, CJ, @ 0z(N)) = dim I?‘(X, o1 @OX(N)) = g. 
On the other hand, the exact sequence of Lemma 8 gives rise to the exact 
sequence of cohomology groups: 
H’(x, MBn @ Q(nN)) + H’(z, on @ l!&(nN)) 
+ H’( X, 0, _ , @ LT @ Oy( nN)) -+ 0. 
Since .FC30y(nN))~0z((n- l)N) and H’(2, M@* @I oX(nN)) = 0 for 
n> 1, we get 
dim H’(& ~,@o~(nN))=dim H’(?, o,-,@UZ((n- 1)N)) 
= ... =dim’(z,;,@U’(N))=g. 
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Hence in the sequence (**)n,nN 
is an isomorphism and consequently 
is an isomorphism. Thus we see that $n,nN is a zero mapping. By [lo], 
P(,!?, FQn@ Q(nN+ I)) = p(X, Ox(l)) = 0 for 0 < I < d. Hence $n,r is a 
zero mapping for 1 d nN+ d - 1. This completes our proof. 
THEOREM 4. Let R be a two-dimensional weighted complete intersection 
over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 0. If Der(R/k) = 
der(R/k), then R is a polynomial ring over k. 
Proof Under our assumption Theorem 3 implies that R is normal. It 
suffices to prove that R,,, is regular. On the contrary we assume that R has 
a singularity at m. Let R = k[x, ylG be a cyclic quotient with grading by 
total weight [ 181. Then R has no first-order homogeneous derivations of 
negative weight by [ 181. Consequently if Der(R/k) = der(R/k) then R has 
no high-order derivations of negative weight. Let G = ([) be of order n. 
We may assume that x is mapped into ix under the action of [. Then the 
high-order derivation x(8’+ ‘/ax” + ’ ) on k[x, y] is invariant under the 
action of G and so induces a high-order derivation on R = k[x, ylG of 
negative weight by [9] and this is a contradiction. Thus R is not a cyclic 
quotient singularity. Then the only first-order derivation of R/k of weight 
~0 is the Euler derivation I by [lS]. Let R be of type (cr ,..., c,; d ,,..., d,), 
and set N = I;= , c, - Cs=, dj and d = Min{ d, ,..., d,}. We set x= Proj(R) 
and denote by r the tangent sheaf to Y. Let I and n denote 
positive integers. If l>(n+l)N, then H’(X, P”@Lo,(l))~ 
H”(y, oF((n+ l)N-l))‘=O and H’(X, Oy(l))rff’(X, Q(N-1))‘=0. 
Hence the exact sequences (**);,, (i= l,..., n) give rise to 
for l>(n+l)N. Thus if I>nN, we get H1(~,~a,_,@O~(I))=O. By 
Lemma 6 we have the exact sequence 
0-A; -l+A;+a,@o~(I)+O 
for all sufficiently large I. From this we get the exact sequence of 
cohomology groups: 
0 + zP(& A;- ‘) -+ Ho(‘Y, A;) + fP(X, a,@ Q(f)) 
+ H’(X, A;- ‘) -+ H’(X, A;) + I?(/!?, c~,@C!?~(l)) -+ 0. 
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since H’(& A:) = H’(x, l!&(l)) = 0 for I > nN, we have H’(X, A;- l) = 0 for 
I> nN. Thus for all sufficiently large n, if IanN+ then 
@(-%?, a,@ &(Z))E@(~, A;)/@(T, A;- l)rDer;(R/k)/Der;PL(R/k). Let 
N > 0. Then it follows from Lemma 9 that 
WI .,,,+,)=@(~, 9-s"@~x(nN+d))=H(-'(~, O,(d))#O 
by the choice of d [lo]. On the other hand, 
ImW n.nN+d)=IjO(&~nO~~(nN+d))/HO(~,,cr,~,O~~(nN+d)) 
~Der;,+,(R/k)/(ZDer:,:,(R/k) + Der:,l,(R/k)) 
for all large enough n. Hence we have 
Der” .,+d(Wk) 2 ZDer::,:,(Rlk)+Der~,:,(Rlk) 
for all large enough n. Let 6, ,..., 6, be the first-order homogeneous 
derivations of R/k such that D = 6, . .6, has weight nN + d. If hi = Z for 
some i, then D-Z6,...6i~,6i+,...6,~Der~,:,(R/k) (cf. [12]) and so 
DE ZDer;;i,(R/k) + Der;;l,(R/k). Let each hi be of positive weight. 
Since D has weight nN + d, 6; has weight > N for some i. Then 
D-6,~.~6;p,6i+,.. .6,,S, E Der;;: rl( R/k) and 6,...6iP,6i+,...6,~ 
Der;~‘(R/k)forsomefsuchthatn-l~I~(n-l)N+d-l.ByLemma9 
ICI,-- I,/ is a zero mapping and hence we have 
Der; ‘(R/k) = Z Der; ‘(R/k) + Der; ‘(R/k), 
if n is large enough. Thus D E Z Der;;: JR/k) + Der;,! <,(R/k). Hence we 
get 
DeG+,(W) 2 Der~,+,(Rlk)nder(Rlk) 
for all large enough n and so Der(R/k) 3 der(R/k). This contradicts our 
assumption. Let N = 0. Then F = 0z and it is easy to see that $,,, is surjec- 
tive for every 1 and n. If n - 1 is a multiple of d, Im(lC/n,nP 1) = 
@(x, Ox(n - 1)) # 0. On the other hand, 
Im($,,+,)?Der; ,(R/k)/(ZDer;:i(R/k)+Der;_t(R/k)) 
for all large enough n. Hence for all large enough n, 
De$,(R/k) q ZDer;:i(R/k)+Der;:;(R/k). 
Let 6 I ,..., 6, be the first-order homogeneous derivations of R/k such that 
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D=6, .. .6, has weight n - 1. Then we must have 6i = I for some i and D E 
ZDer;: :(R/k) + Der:: ;(R/k). Hence we get 
Der:_ ,(R/k) 3 Der;- ,(R/k) nder(R/k) 
for all large enough IZ and so Der(R/k) 3 der(R/k). This contradicts our 
assumption. If NC 0, then XzP’, the projective line and FE o,*(2). In 
this case we also see that tin,, is surjective for every 1 and n. By the same 
argument as in the case of N = 0 we have a contradiction. This completes 
our proof. 
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